HAPPY HOLIDAYS !!
Despite the hot sun
We can still have a lot of fun.
With ice cream scoops,
Unfolding our assignment loops,
Whenever our spirit droops.
We can have watermelons and jellies,
to joyfully fill our bellies.

BEAT
THE HEAT

Dear Parent’s
As we all know that holidays mean joy and fun for all of us. We heartily wish that
these vacations will bring lots of freshness , wonderful experiences, positivity and
memorable moments to our little minds. As it is said “ we worry about what a child will
become tomorrow yet we forget he is someone today”. So keeping this view in mind we
have designed the activity based home assignment ,which aims to observe how far the
children have understood the concepts already taught in class , also to develop their
understanding by exploring the world around them.
Parents are requested to follow the guidelines given below:
Encourage your ward to wake up early in the morning.
Encourage him/her to greet the elders with ‘Good Morning’, ‘Good Afternoon’ &
‘Good Night’.
Facilitate the usage of sentence like: May I go for convenience, May I quench my thirst
etc.
Inculcate the habit of using Please, Sorry, Thank You in your ward & try to converse in
English with your child.
Take your child for an outing at least once a week.
Encourage your child to drink lots of water ,eat fresh fruits and green vegetables to
beat the heat. Avoid giving junk food and aerated drinks.
Encourage your child in learning skills like : Tying up of shoe lace, putting on socks,
dressing and undressing himself/herself, folding apron and napkin.
Read a story for your child everyday with proper actions and voice modulation.
Interact with your child vocally as well as through body language, whenever together be in a market, on road, in the multiplex, while travelling by any mode of transport
etc. Keep on answering their queries with full enthusiasm.

HINDI
-

Complete pg no. 13, 15, 16, 19 & 20 in the book.
Complete pg no. 13, 14 & 15 in the book.

ENGLISH

-

Learn the lines on ‘MYSELF’
Learn the story ‘THE PROUD BUTTERFLY’ with actions and expressions.
Practice the lines given for SPEAKING SKILLS.
Learn all the phonetic sounds thoroughly.

MATHS
- Complete pg no. 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92,
93, 94, 95, 96, & 97 in the book

EVS
- Complete pg no. 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116 in the book.
- Plant a sapling and water it every day.
- Collect the different types of dry leaves, twigs from the garden and take their
impression on A4 size sheet .

ART
- Make a beautiful and creative Pen Stand
using waste material.
- Complete pg no. 8, 10, 11, 12, 18, 26, 28,
40( make and send the mask separately)
- Make a wall hanging using different
shapes.
- Make a MAZE GAME using coloured straws.

MAZE
GAME

NOTE
 Kindly Complete the Holiday’s Homework notebook (follow the correct formations).
Cover and decorate it beautifully.
 Submit the Holidays homework , all the books and notebooks on the day of reopening.
 Get the Table Mat sheet laminated and send it for daily use.

ENJOY YOUR HOLIDAYS !!

